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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
 1.1: Statement of the Problem Neuromarketing is a rapidly developing research field that combines psychology, economics, and neuroscience.  The main goal of this field is to use neuroscience approaches to study marketing and advertising methods in order to develop more successful ones. The majority of clients using these techniques are advertisers or larger companies who are trying to improve their marketing.  But what if television managers and producers could apply these approaches creatively towards the promotion of their products?  The researcher proposes that television managers could employ a different use of brain imaging technologies.  Instead of using a neuromarketing firm to analyze their advertisements, perhaps television managers could use apply the same procedures towards improving the storyline of a scripted series, the drama of a reality show, or the choice of lead anchor on the evening news.  The literature surveyed in this research shows CBS has enlisted the help of a neuromarketing firm to assess consumer impressions of their advertisements, (Singer, 2010).  However, this is currently the only service that neuromarketing firms offer; they use brain-imaging devices to analyze how a test audience responds to a client’s (CBS, Frito Lay, Google, etc.) advertisements (Goldberg, 2012), (Singer, 2010).  There is no evidence that neuromarketing firms have branched out their services to include analysis of television shows.  Station brand, identity, and advertising are all important for television stations.  This is how they attract audiences, build viewer habits, and encourage customer loyalty.  
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Neuromarketing is an advancing field that could greatly increase the efficacy of these important focus areas in TV management.   Although these “mind readers” sound like something out of a sci-fi movie, they are truly amazing technologies currently being used - and even more developments are on the horizon. There are a few technologies currently in use for studying brain activity and response to advertising.  These technologies include, but are not limited to positron emission tomography (PET,) magnetoencephalography (MEG,) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI,) electroencephalography (EEG,) and galvanic skin response (GSR).  These specific tests and instruments of neuroscience will be further detailed in the definitions section.   1.2: Purpose of the Study Advertisers have implemented cost-effective and interesting studies into their research techniques that have been arguably beneficial to their clients; professionals on the creative side of television seem to either not view the technologies as applicable to them, or not view these methods as efficient uses of their time.  Disciplines like neuroscience tend to develop quickly and keeping up with the technological advances can be difficult and expensive, (Fugate, 2007).  However, it appears the methods for conducting neuromarketing research will remain the same over the next several years – simply the way we interpret the results will change.  Investing in a company, such as NeuroFocus – one of the leading neuromarketing firms - could prove invaluable for television companies.  
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Investigating their future uses and suggesting the advantages to networks should increase audience interest, loyalty, and numbers for managers who employ the neuromarketing services.    1.3: Research Questions The following research questions are most essential in drawing satisfactory conclusions on the thesis subject; these questions are: 1.) Can neuromarketing techniques be implemented by networks to improve the creative development process of television shows? 2.) What are the ethical concerns of advertisers using fMRIs and EEGs to measure emotional engagement, attention, and memory retention of consumers? 3.) How do these ethical concerns translate with the use of neuromarketing technologies to improve the creative development process of television shows?  Using the literature currently available and interviews with experts from the marketing community, the researcher has compiled a case study on what is already known.  Based on this case study, conclusions have been drawn about how useful these neuromarketing approaches could be to the television industry (outside of advertising) and, instead, in creative development processes such as casting selection, teleplay writing, plot development, and brand development.     
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1.4: Literature Review There is an abundance of literature that details the approaches and methodologies employed by neuromarketers.  These research papers reveal the extent to which these neuroscience approaches are effective at determining the efficacy of commercials.   The literature surveyed included information about the current neuromaketing firms, such as NeuroFocus, the leading neuroscience firm in the country, (Pradeep, 2010).  By reading the details of the inner workings of the neuroscience community, such as how measuring seemingly arbitrary physiological functions, (such as eye movement and activation of the medial prefrontal cortex,) can reveal so much about a viewer’s emotional response to an ad, the researcher was able to acquire a better understanding of the practices of neuromarketing firms, in order to apply their approaches in a way that would benefit television mangers. Another useful term to understand in neuromarketing is brand familiarity, an aspect of this science that could be quite useful to television managers, (Madan, 2010).  In short, brand familiarity means how recognizable and relatable a brand is, as well as how loyal its consumers or audience is, (Madan, 2010).  Building the brand of a television station helps attract and keep an audience.  Neuromarketing techniques could also be used to determine how effective a station’s brand is, or if it is even targeting the audience they are aiming for.  A subgroup of brand familiarity is “product preference,” (Madan, 2010).  Using EEGs, we can now tell which brand of a product a participant prefers before they can even articulate it themselves, (Fugate, 2007). This has to do with decision-making; a brain process that is believed 
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to be completed before conscious thought even takes place, (Ariely & Burns, 2010), (Linden, 2008).  This could be a useful source of information for television managers as well, when targeting an audience.   New reports, papers, and articles pop up everyday about neuromarketing, as it is becoming a “hot” field of interest for many techies and advertising gurus.  A recent article in the New York Times highlighted the NeuroFocus Group in NYC.  
Making Ads that Whisper to the Brain explains why traditional market research methods are thought to be inaccurate and also reveal some surprising clients of Neuromarketers, including Frito Lay, Disney, Nielsen, and Google, (Singer, 2010). An issue that has popped up a lot is the ethical concerns of this emerging science; some opponents fear we are attempting to target a “buy button” in the brain?  Research shows it is unlikely such a ‘switch’ exists in the brain, as brain imaging technologies show that decision-making is a complex cascade process, (Rangel et al., 2008).  Still, to prevent any possible abuse of brain imaging technologies, (NeuroFocus among other neuromarketing firms) has proposed the “Neurostandards Initiatives Project” which outlines the appropriate uses, and unacceptable misuses, of these technologies, (Singer, 2010), (Pradeep, 2010).   Oppositional papers reveal that those against the use of brain imaging in market research are mainly concerned with the use of the technologies in political advertisements and campaigns, as well as the most vulnerable and active media users: identity-developing, impressionable young adults, (Hackley, 2007).  The Neurostandards Initiatives Project is concerned with making sure that neuromarketing is used responsibly on impressionable viewers to prevent possible 
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associations with teen partying, drug use, or sex.  Other opposition to neuromarketing firms includes the ethical concerns of privacy and consumer protection, (Murphy, Illes & Reiner, 2008).  These issues, and evidence to relieve these concerns, will be further discussed later in this research.    Neuromarketing technologies are not 100% effective – yet, (Singer, 2010,) (Fugate, 2007).  These tools can very reliably tell researchers when viewers and participants most relate to an advertisement, and most strongly associate with a commercial emotionally, but are still unable to follow up on if these consumers actually purchased the product, (Singer, 2010), (Lee, Broderick & Chamberlain, 2006).  (The exact metrics of how neuroscientists draw these conclusions from brain imaging scans will be explained in detail, later.)  Are these neuromarketing techniques really telling clients if their audience is carrying over what they experienced in the commercial with them to the grocery store?  Are the responses they see in brain scans replicated in their sales?  Most research indicates that there is no current method to test this variable of ‘success,’ rather, neuromarketing firms identify the creation of successful ads as those which cause viewers to emotionally relate and provoke a measurable response, (Fugate, 2007), (Pradeep, 2010).   The literature used in the assessment of the current market details the three ‘Branding Laws’ used by neuromarketers to communicate how strongly a product’s brand is relayed to customers.  The three laws are, in brief:        1. The associations made in the brain when viewing a product or ad, 2. The implications of these associations to the consumer, and 3. The strength of these associations, (Kay, 2005).  These associations have been developed over the years by combining neuroscience 
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and marketing research.  Linkages are made between bioregulatory states, (as monitored by brain scans,) and factual knowledge about product information.  Neuroscientists are concerned mainly with the amygdala, (responsible for emotional response and reward intensity), the nucleus accumbens, (the “reward center” of the brain), and the orbitofrontal cortex, (also activated by reward stimuli), when analyzing the efficacy of advertisements, (Madan, 2010).  The goal is to activate the reward center of the brain and cause an emotional response, tying viewers to the brand and product.  By studying the brain, scientists can determine emotional associations that consumers have already developed about the products.  These connections can be made and utilized for making successful brands, ads, and marketing choices for the television industry.     1.5: Significance to the Field  The importance of examining the potential uses of neuromarketing in television management involves the current shortcomings of the market research concerning audience measurement and satisfaction.  Similar shortcomings within the advertising field have been highlighted by neuromarketing studies and a vast spectrum of possible benefits this method of research may provide are coming to light.  There are inherent limitations on audience measurement techniques that have been exacerbated by a recent explosion in the popularity of multiple platform viewing, (Jenkins, 2011).  Network televisions’ increased inability to accurately understand what audiences are watching has lead to recent lackluster spring 
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premieres, (Hibberd, 2012), (Hibberd, 2012), (Crupi, 2012).  Neuromarketing research could potentially provide the missing information about viewer habits and therefore offer new strategies for producers and writers to enhance their products.   1.6: Definitions 
 Key to following the literature review of this research is a proper understanding of the neuromarketing technologies being used, as well as the areas of the brain that will be discussed.  Positron emission tomography (PET,) is a technique used to create a three-dimensional image of a process (blood flow, metabolic activity) in the body – such as the activation of certain pathways in the brain, (Racine, Bar-Ilan & Illes, 2005).  More precisely, “a biochemical metabolite labeled with a positron emitting radioactive material is introduced into the organ under study and the radioactive emissions are then counted, using a PET scanner…” (Vardi, Y, L. A. Shepp, and L. Kaufman, 1985).  Doctors determine which radioactive tracer and biochemical to use based on which organ the PET scan will study; in neuromarketing, the target organ is the brain.  Magnetoencephalography (MEG,) is another technique commonly used in neuroscience research.  This brain-imaging device measures and maps brain activity based on the magnetic fields produced by the natural electrical currents of the brain.  This is another method of determining brain physiology as well as mapping perceptual and cognitive processes.  “Magnetic fields produced by electric currents 
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flowing in neurons are measured with multichannel SQUID (superconducting quantum inference device) gradiometers.  The sites in the cerebral cortex that are activated by a stimulus can be found from the detected magnetic-field distribution…” (Hamalainen, Hari, Ilmoniemi, Knuutila, & Lounasmaa, 1993).  MEGs provide a non-invasive method for studying neuronal activity as test subjects respond to external stimuli.    Neuromarketers also make use of functional magnetic resonance imaging techniques when studying the efficacy of advertisements, brand image, and consumer involvement.  Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measures changes in blood flow within the brain, rather than electrical pulses from neurons, (Racine et al., 2005).  The procedure can map neuronal activity by imaging the energy exerted by brain cells as blood flow changes.  More technically, to measure small metabolic changes which occur in the active part of the brain (Devlin, 2008).  Mapping these areas of metabolic change can help researchers draw conclusions about our conscious and unconscious preferences:  “Hyper oxygenated blood has different magnetic properties than deoxygenated blood.  Variations in MRI images between control and test exposures allow the image interpreter to make assumptions about the relationship between exposure to brand logo and the functions associated with the affected region of the brain,” (Fugate, 2007).  fMRI, MEG, and PET require substantial financial investment and facilities.  Two other methods of studying brain activity that are less expensive and more readily available are electroencephalography (EEG) and galvanic skin response (GSR) technologies.   
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EEGs also study electrical currents in the brain.  To do this, electrodes are attached to the scalp and transmit electrical impulse messages to a machine.  Unlike with other technologies, like PET, patients are more able to interact with test-administrators or to do physical acts, like eating or drinking.  This makes EEGs especially attractive to neuromarketers over PET techniques, which limit mobility of the patient.  Galvanic skin response, or GSR, techniques are an “electrodermal measure of emotionality,” (Marshall, 2000).  The electrical conductance of the skin varies based on the levels of moisture within it; varying levels of moisture imply a psychological arousal of the sympathetic nervous system – sweat.  Researchers can measure the changes in arousal based on reactions to outside stimuli and interpret the neurological implications.  The brain is an incredibly complex organ.  Although neuroscientists have made progress in the difficult task of mapping the structural areas of the brain and some of the corresponding cognitive processes, (Perlstein, Elbert & Stenger, 2002), (Fuster, 2007), there is still much that remains unknown about the pathways and physiology of many parts of the brain.  Neuromarketing techniques attempt to associate certain patient responses with specific architecture within the brain.   For the purposes of this research, certain areas of the brain are of particular interest.  It is important to discuss neuroanatomy to understand the experimental results discussed within this research and their implications for the neuromarketing field, as it applies to television management.  When analyzing brain-imaging tests, researchers can assume correlation between the stimuli and the areas of the subject’s brain that show sparks in activity.  “Presumably, the agency’s intent for the 
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advertisement, e.g. excitement, passion, hostility, humor, attention, etc.; can be matched to the approximate area of the brain where these concepts are processed,” (Fugate, 2007).  Neuromarketing research is generally concerned with three key areas of the brain: the amygdala, the nucleus accumbens, and the structures within the prefrontal cortex, specifically, the orbitofrontal cortex (See Figure 1).  These parts of the brain are of interest to neuromarketers because each area plays an important role in the comprehensive biological response to an advertisement.  These neuronal regions are associated with various cognitive processes related to memory and emotion – two major concerns of neuromarketers, (Fugate, 2007), as will be further detailed throughout the research.   The amygdala is one of the emotional centers of the brain.  This structure is relatively small though disproportionately complex, due to the large amount of neural inputs it receives from various parts of the brain, (Kilcross, 2000).  It receives input about sensory stimuli – visual, olfactory, sensory, auditory, and gustatory – as well as many other sensory signals:   “Subcortically, it receives information from the thalamus (relaying basic, unprocessed sensory signals,) hippocampus (giving more highly processed information about the relationship between different objects and events in the world), and a range of structures important in representing internal bodily states, such as hunger and thirst,” (Kilcross, 2000).   The amygdala is responsible for relaying these responses to various areas in the brain that are associated with autonomic and behavioral responses, as well as motor output, (Kilcross, 2000), (Perlstein et al., 2002).  It is clear why this neurological structure is so vital in determining our emotional response to external stimulation, such as an advertisement.  
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 The nucleus accumbens, (NAcc) plays another important role in deciphering the unconscious biological responses to various stimuli.  This region of the brain is associated with pleasure, addiction, aggression, and fear, but most importantly, is noted for its function as part of the reward circuitry, (Linden, 2008).  The NAcc is predominantly made up of medium spiny neurons.  The synapses on these neurons are dotted with dendritic spines, which function as the neurotransmitter bridge between these neurons and the message sending axons of other brain regions, (Linden, 2008).  Activity within this area of the brain alerts researchers that the subject may be experiencing pleasure and that this pleasure is likely associated with the reward circuitry, (Perlstein, 2008).  Later in the research, the importance of reward circuitry in effective product advertising and sales will be addressed.      The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), a region of the prefrontal cortex, is also associated with the reward circuitry of the brain but in a different sense than the nucleus accumbens.  The orbitofrontal cortex is associated with cognitive decision-making, reward, and memory, (Cavada & Schultz, 2012).  Research has shown a relationship between the OFC and motivational functioning, such as emotional reactions and social behavior; physical damage to the OFC results in changes in motivationally based decision-making, (Perlstein et al., 2002).  Although this region of the brain is among the least understood areas of neuroanatomy, the importance of the OFC to neuromarket research is clear because of the associations neuroscientists have made between the OFC and memory.  The “PFC [prefrontal cortex] plays a significant role in encoding and retrieval of memory.  Neuroimaging studies found left frontal activation with memory encoding and right PFC activation 
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with retrieval of episodic memory,” (Fuster, 1997).  fMRI research provides evidence that the orbitofrontal cortex – in addition to other areas of the prefrontal cortex – is involved in temporal ordering of events, explicit memory, novelty processing, and metamemory, (Fuster, 1997).  In addition to memory processing and recall, studies have shown correlation between regions of the PFC and a vast array of cognitive processes, including “maintaining information in working memory… representing past events, current goals, and future predictions and organization and conceptualization of finances, (Fuster, 1997).  In addition to these processes, research has also implicated the OFC in motivationally based decision-making, (Perlstein et al., 2002).  Based on these findings that associate these areas of the brain with cognitive processes associated with a subject’s engagement with an advertisement, we can understand why this area of the brain is of great interest to neuromarketers.      
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Figure 1: Key Brain Regions in Neuromarket Research (Bentley, 2012), Based on 
(Fuster, 1997).      Another key set of definitions includes current marketing research approaches.  It is important to understand the approaches that are already being used to study audience appeal and buying decisions in order to grasp how 
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neuromarketing could change current marketing practices, and therefore, be translated to changing the practices of television managers and producers.  The marketing research approaches that will be compared throughout this research include: focus groups, preference questionnaires, simulated choice methods, and market tests.  These terms will now be defined briefly and their costs and risks later addressed in the methods section.   Focus groups are used in a variety of studies.  In terms of marketing, they represent a form of qualitative research, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  A group of participants are asked open-ended questions concerning their impression of a certain product.  These impressions generally include their initial response, opinion, interest in, and attitudes towards the product that is being assessed.  The participants may be asked to respond to the product itself, the packaging, the branding, or the concept, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  Researchers measure the participants’ body language and behavior, as well as their answers to the questions.  It should be noted that focus groups do not lend themselves to statistical analysis(Ariely & Burns, 2010).  Focus groups are generally implemented early in the product development phase when intended to assess and/or improve general product design.  They can also be useful in later stages of product development to determine the usability of a product, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  In terms of labor costs, the technical skill level required of observers and analysts consists of moderate ethnographic skills, whereas other marketing research techniques may employ a more specialized skill set.  Focus groups are a useful tool to marketing managers who are looking to acquire feedback about their products from potential buyers.  
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However, quantitative studies may be more helpful about illuminating patterns involved in buyer patterns and product success.   Preference questionnaires are another commonly used marketing research technique that measure “importance weighting for various product attributes,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  A preference questionnaire requires participants to weight their responses to questions on a predetermined scale.  Participants have to speculate on which feature of a product is more useful, important, helpful, or appealing to them as well as which features are not.  This method of market research is useful because it allows participants to voice preferences, or, which aspect of a product is more or less important.  Determining consumer ‘trade-offs’ is important during the design phase of a product, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  Preference questionnaires are interpreted through statistical analysis.  There is some risk associated with this method because competitors could be alerted to the new product designs.  A comparable research approach is the simulated choice method, which allows analysts to study market patterns and customer buying habits, specifically concerned with product preference.  Simulated choice method is a market research technique that allows consumers to express their preferences between multiple product options.  A subject is offered a hypothetical choice between products to allow researchers to assess customer trade-offs, similar to preference questionnaires.  By allowing a customer to choose between products without having to consider price, market researchers can forecast the success of products without cost variables.  Simulated choice method is often used in the design phase of a product, just like preference 
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questionnaires. This research approach does carry some risk of alerting competitors., (Ariely & Burns, 2010). The cost of simulated choice methods fluctuates based on whether or not the simulation will use prototypes of products or just descriptions of the future product, which results in moderately high and moderate costs, respectively.  The final market research tool that will be discussed is market testing.  Market tests are associated with high cost and high risk and are typically used towards the end of product development process, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  Market tests ask consumers to consider purchase of products, bearing in mind cost and monetary consequence.  Market tests measure buyer choice and habit: a consumer’s real-world purchasing decisions.  Although these tests are extremely illuminating in terms of sales forecasting and customer response to price, for example, they carry high risk of drawing competitive attention to new products as well as high overall cost.  A possible contribution to this elevated cost is the risk that a product may test poorly, and therefore, be reversed engineered before the launch, resulting in increased labor and overhead costs, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  These market research tools all require some amount of risk and cost, just as neuromarketing techniques do.  However, neuromarketing offers market researchers the ability to explain, and hopefully forecast, buyer preference and habit.  Although the cost for these resources is greater than the costs for traditional market research tools, the benefit of neuromarketing could potentially greatly outweigh this negative aspect.  The success of neuromarketing as a potential television management research tool is 
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contingent upon an increase in popularity within the traditional marketing research sphere.      1.7: Limitations  Neuromarketing is a highly specialized and unique field.  Due to the required education, experience, and resources associated with this research, (For example, a PhD in Neuroscience, extensive facilities to house the large, expensive brain imaging equipment, etc.) in addition to the vast spectrum of ethical considerations, it was impossible to consider performing any kind of experimentation involving the theoretical uses outlined in this research.  Because the neuromarketing methods being proposed cannot be experimentally tested, it will be understandably difficult for television managers to be convinced to attempt any of the experimental proposals the researcher has outlined.  However, the considerable promise of these neuromarketing techniques will be specifically detailed throughout the research.    Another limitation of extending neuromarketing into the television management field, as proposed, is critics who oppose the practice for ethical reasons.  Similarities between these proposals and the research conducted on alternative uses of neuromarketing techniques could draw negative opposition from members of the production field who seek to protect the ‘uniqueness’ and ‘mystery’ behind the creative process. (Murphy et al., 2008).  In addition to these opponents, numerous groups have already formed who are concerned about how this technology could encroach on ‘body ownership,’ specifically, the sacredness of ones 
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own mental processes.  On the most negative side of the spectrum are those who believe neuromarketing is comparable to ‘mind-reading,’ and who fear the search for a ‘buy-button’ within a consumer’s brain, (Murphy et al., 2008), (Racine et al., 2005).  More specifically, groups who misunderstand the purpose of neuromarketing and greatly exaggerate the capabilities of brain imaging technologies:  “The brain can’t lie: brain scans reveal how you think and feel and even how you might behave.  No wonder the CIA and big businesses are interested,” (Anonymous, 2003, cited in Racine et al., 2005).  This alarmist statement seems to imply that fMRIs can read our thoughts – predict our actions!  This is not true; the brain is too complex and our technologies are nowhere near that advanced, (Racine et al., 2005).  “…Neuromarketing isn’t sophisticated enough to realize some of its critics worst fears.” (Singer, 2010).        Scientific data shows that no such “buy-button” exists; the human brain is far too complex to possess such a simple on-off switch for decision-making, (Singer, 2010), (Racine et al., 2005), (Murphy et al., 2008).  Rather than a ‘Buy-Button’ that could be triggered by a visual or auditory cue and cause an immediate and uncontrollable urge to buy a product, the decision-making process (including the decision to purchase), as detailed later, is incredibly elaborate and influenced by a multitude of hormone cascades and electrical impulses, (Linden, 2008). The ‘buy-button’ argument questions the intentions behind neuromarketing, but not necessarily in a well-founded manner: “…marketing research in business schools is essentially about understanding, explaining, and predicting individual, group, and organizational behavior relevant to markets.  Such a remit encompasses a much wider range of fields than simply how to influence consumers to buy a product.  The ‘buy button’ 
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would be a finding of interest to academic marketing researchers certainly, but then so would something like the ‘love-button’ to psychological scholars.” (Lee, Broderick, & Laura, 2007).    The disdain for neuromarketing among the neuroscience community is based on the assumption that research is conducted purely on the basis of corporate profit – at the sacrifice of a consumer’s personal privacy, (Murphy et al., 2008). The earliest attempt at neuromarketing elicited an overwhelming negative response:   “In 1957, the marketing executive James Vicary announced that he had increased sales of food and drink at a movie theatre by secretly flashing subliminal messages with the words ‘Drink Coca Cola’ and ‘Eat Popcorn’…the episode illustrates the public’s strong reaction to covert manipulation…With growing public understanding that the brain is the mediator of behavior, the public’s reaction to neuromarketing intrusions into their brain may prove to be equally vigorous,” (Murphy et al., 2008).  Although opponents to current uses of brain imaging technologies in marketing have yet to cause any great fuss over the practice of neuromarketing firms, it would be unwise to assume they won’t in the future.  It can be anticipated that if the prospect of using brain imaging to improve current advertising is offensive that the suggestion of using the same technologies to dissect and operationalize the creative process will be similarly received by the opponents in this field.  The accurate portrayal of the important and exciting scientific discoveries that could be made using neuromarketing techniques is essential to reducing the opposition that could prove detrimental to the future successes and applications of neuromarketing.  It is also important to assert that exploration of the neurological correlates of purchasing behavior (or television show and casting choice preferences,) is not specifically to increase the numbers of products flying off the shelves, (or number of 
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viewers tuning in,) but to also create better products and to better understand the basic mechanics of consumer (or audience,) behavior.                     
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 The basic principle behind neuromarketing is nothing new; advertisers and marketers have been attempting to break through consumers’ conscious awareness to reach them at a deeper level and meet their humanly intrinsic needs and wants for a long time.  More than 50 years ago, researchers were already plotting methods to reach into our subconscious desires, (Murphy et al., 2008).  ‘Subliminal messages’ is a phrase that most people associate with brain washing; they were thought to be capable of bypassing the human threshold of conscious acknowledgment of a visual or auditory stimulus and consequently, triggering an unconscious provocation.   In its most science-fiction form, subliminal advertising involved splicing a single-frame image of a frosty cold soda into a film, in order to cause the audience to be suddenly and inexplicably overcome with the intense craving for a beverage from the concession stand, (Murphy et al., 2008).  In 1957, marketer James Vicary claimed to have carried out this experiment to which he reported shocking results of an increase in concession sales by 57 percent, (Onion, 2011).  Audiences and the government were concerned about the invasive manipulation that they perceived as a form of brainwashing or hypnotism.  However, when researchers were unable to reproduce the experimental results, Vicary admitted to fabricating the study and results, (Onion, 2011). While subliminal stimuli may not actually influence a buyers purchase decision, there is evidence that the human brain is capable of quite a lot of processing before we are consciously aware of it,(Custers & Aarts, 2012).  Although 
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the idea of subconscious thought patterns seems obvious, the rapid-fire speed at which the human brain weighs options, potential outcomes, and makes a decision is a cognitive process of particular interest to neuromarketers.  It is the choices made even before a consumer can articulate said choice that they are interested in studying, in the hopes of discovering which variables of an advertisement exert the greatest influence on this subconscious decision making.  The importance of acknowledging unconscious decisions in terms of marketing is not the usefulness of subliminal messaging, but the fact that the basic biological principles behind ‘choice’ needs to be understood in order to best forecast the actions of an audience.  In other words, the potential of neuromarketing does not exist in locating the mythical ‘buy button,’ but instead, in beginning to tease out the specific biological metrics of choice and preference.   Marketers have come to determine that consumers, for the most part, are completely irrational in their buying choices, (Packard, 1957).  Through multiple tests and experiments, researchers have deduced that consumers do not seem to be capable of articulating their actual wants, needs, satisfactions, or habits.  Researchers find that a combination of being self-unaware and being overly conscious about reporting their habits to strangers causes consumers to inaccurately account for their actions and preferences.  For example, if people are asked what magazine they most frequently read, the subjects will most often only report reading the magazines which boast scholarly reputation, rather than, say, a gossip magazine (Packard, 1957).   Should the focus of a study shift to something that would not reflect the vanity of the general population, marketers still concluded 
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that subjects did not accurately report their habits.  It can be deduced that this phenomena is not totally intentional, but rather many people are unaware of their typical purchasing choices because many of these choices are influenced at a subconscious level.  Value-based decision-making refers to the automatic step-by-step process the brain responds with when presented with a choice, (Rangel, Camerer & Montague, 2008).  The value-based decision-making can be mapped as such: 1.) Representation, 2.) Action valuation, 3.) Action selection, 4.) Outcome valuation, and 5.) Learning, (Rangel et al., 2008).  In other words, we first identify the problem then weigh the different options.  Next, we make our conscious decision and subsequently consider the consequences that result from this decision.  Finally, we learn from these consequences for better choice-making in the future.  The problem with this decision making map is that experiments have shown that neural activity precedes conscious intention, (Custers & Aarts, 2012).  If we truly commit to a decision before our conscious thought catches up, then it is reasonable to think subliminal messaging would be an effective means of influencing a consumer’s buying choice.  However, it is believed that not being aware of the stimulus and not being aware of making a choice are two very different things.  Without being aware of a stimulus, it’s difficult to say that it has any influence on an audience.  However, the idea that the brain can, and will, fire responses to the body indicating a ‘choice’ before we are consciously aware of the choice being made is an interesting discovery that compels neuroscientists to uncover the exact mechanisms of this 
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biologically primal decision making, (Rangel et al., 2008), (Plassman, O’Doherty, Shiv & Rangel, 2008). The result of such discoveries is the advertiser’s desire to “reach people in a hypodermic way,” (Turow, quoted in Singer, 2010).  Marketers no longer completely trust an audience to accurately describe which products they want or purchase because they cannot always report their actual habits.  Neuromarketing techniques provide a unique opportunity to showcase the basic biological responses that result from specific stimuli.  Further development in the neuromarketing field can lead to discoveries about correlations between these biological responses and buyer choice and preference, (Plassman et al., 2008).  “Neuromarketing’s raison d’être derives from the fact that the brain expends only two percent of its energy on conscious activity, with the rest devoted largely to unconscious processing,” (Singer, 2010).  If advertisers have chosen to not take consumers’ word at face value, based on the dichotomy between their honest perception of their buying habits and their actual patterns of purchasing, then perhaps television managers should also take into account the possibility that they are not gathering market research in the most effective way. Current methods of market research for television shows, either based on review, word of mouth, or ratings, can inexplicably misrepresent certain television show successes and failures.  Ratings represent reality TV as an excellent source of viewership for networks, (Andrejevic, 2003).  “… a significant number of U.S. viewers spent part of their summer watching surveillance – as form of entertainment… reality TV was rapidly transformed from a cheap form of niche 
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programming to the hot programming trend of the new millennium, and eventually, into a genre of its own, spanning two new Emmy categories in the United States.” (Andrejevic, 2003).  If television managers were to use neuromarketing to discern what aspects of reality TV are most appealing to viewers, perhaps they can translate these factors into a successful scripted series.  On the other hand, an audiences’ biological reaction to a successful scripted series could be analyzed in order to determine the current metrics of success that can be, in turn, applied to a developing series.  In order to determine the realistic potential behind the proposed theoretical uses of neuromarketing technologies, literature on the current uses, limitations, and forecasted success in the marketing world were reviewed.  When discussing Neuromarketing, it is important to consider the role of ‘satisfaction,’ a term used to describe the payoff the rewarding feel-good hormones, resulting from a cascade down the pleasure circuit, (Linden, 2008).  Although to advertisers customer satisfaction is a primary goal, this objective is often difficult to hold on to, though not to initially achieve.  According to Fugate: “…Satisfaction is a short lived phenomenon.  Surveys indicate that even satisfied customers leave the firm on a regular basis,” (2007).  Coy suggests a neurobiological explanation, “The striatum in the brain quickly gets used to new stimuli and tends to react only to the unexpected,” (quoted in Fugate, 2007).  This offers insight into the increased need to excite customers, not just satisfy them.   Viewers need to be offered variety in what they are watching in order to maintain interest; television managers can use this neurobiological research better understand viewer habits, for example, why ratings have slipped in a show that was once quite popular. 
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Despite speculation about the future of television, we can rest assured that our desire to consume media is not in any danger of fading away.  Studies have shown that most users are not willing to ‘disconnect.’ In fact, many users were uneasy about the idea, (Bødker, M., Gimpel, G., Hedman, J., 2009).  “Several participants express an emotional need to be connected to others, similar to Maslow’s (Maslow, 1946) need of belonging.  Participant #13 explains: ‘[Smart phones are our] connections to other people.  It is obvious that whenever we switch off our phones we are not important anymore.’  Constant connectivity helps fulfill this emotional need,” (Bødker, et al., 2009).  While there is some concern about intra-industry competition due to the ever expanding pool of viewing platforms, there is some relief in knowing that the increasing number of options through which audiences consume media has likely only made them hungry for more.  Like every human action and reaction, there is a simple, biological explanation, (Linden, 2008).  “Whether we are diagnosing Internet addicts, gambling addicts, and porn addicts or examining the motivations of chocoholics and shopaholics, our everyday speech has come to promote the idea that one can become addicted to almost any pleasurable activity,” (Linden, 2008).  The word ‘addiction’ has become a colloquial term, somewhat removed from the staunchly negative associations it had in the past.  Individuals will nonchalantly admit a Gossip Girl or mango-smoothie ‘addiction.’  These casual addiction-admissions are most recently reserved for media consumption and technological advancements, as evidenced by the studies on smart phone usage (Linden, 2008), (Bødker, et al., 2009).   
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Audiences are constantly connected – to Facebook, to Twitter, to Gmail – and in being connected, are constantly craving more ‘finger-to-screen’ stimulation.  “Access to social networks and Twitter enables people to maintain their social relationships in different ways than other types of communication… According to participants, smart phones are integrated, convergent devices bringing together many technologies and services that were previously experienced separately,” (Bødker, et al., 2009).Viewers want to watch new episodes of their favorite show while waiting for the bus or to see the new music video while standing in the checkout line, (Jenkins, 2004), (Jenkins, 2011).  As television managers, it is essential to acknowledge and play on these consumer desires.  Upcoming television managers need to be aware of what they can do to encourage audiences to continue consuming their product (television shows, Twitter updates, brand advertisements, streaming newscast, etc) in as many forms as they can efficiently produce.  Media experts would, reasonably so, resort to traditional methods of market research to stay current about the constantly evolving tastes of their audiences.  But there is convincing evidence that looking to the most basic desires of consumers may be more telling than a superficial survey sample.  Neuromarketing research may reveal to television managers simple changes that could be made to cause potentially impressive results.  Small variations in creative choices such as whether or not to use bright graphics, to have a male or female lead anchor, or to insert a scene of pithy comedy into a particularly heavy episode of a drama series, could all have implications in viewer retention.  These variables could be feasibly tested with brain imaging technologies to help managers improve their television products. 
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Experiments aimed at discerning the biological metrics of addiction (specifically, gambling addictions,) have proved the increase in pleasurable feelings associated with prediction, anticipation, and payoff:  “… VTA [ventral tegmental area] target regions (the nucleus accumbens, the orbital gyrus, and the amygdala) were activated during both the anticipation phase and the outcome phase when the outcomes were positive… Thus even anticipation and experience of an abstract reward, like money, can activate the human pleasure circuit,” (Linden, 2008).    Studies have revealed that there is a legitimate biological cascade associated with expected results and actual results.  The gambling addiction study represented a payoff associated with an intrinsic reward, (“While money is not an intrinsic reward in the same way that food, water, and sex are, one could argue that it has come to represent the possibility of intrinsic rewards, and so activation of the pleasure circuitry by money is not strictly arbitrary,” Linden, 2008.) but an alternative study represented a similar effect in video game play, which represents an entirely arbitrary reward, (Linden, 2008).  These results allow us to apply the findings to other scenarios that provide arbitrary rewards, such as listening to music.  We can deduce that listening to pop music is pleasurable experience for many because there are moments of auditory anticipation, expectation, and reward within the formulaic piece of music.  Although correct outcome prediction does result in activation of the reward circuitry, this information must be carefully considered with the fact that humans are also biologically wired to crave surprising outcomes.        The brain reaps the greatest chemical reward from novel experiences; just because an advertisement may be appealing to customers the first run, doesn’t 
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mean they will still find the advertisement appealing over and over.  A parallel can be drawn between customer satisfaction and the previously mentioned pop song explanation.  Although seemingly contradictory, the biological reasons for enjoying a pop song is both that it is novel, but in other ways, predictable.  A song that we once enjoyed - even sang along to - can easily progress to a song we simply tolerate, to a song we cannot stand to listen to anymore.  This is the ‘overplayed’ phenomenon.  Our brains can no longer pull any reward from correctly anticipating the bridge or chorus of a song because we know it’s coming, rather than anticipate it coming, (Goldberg, 2012).  We can therefore conclude that perhaps the success of an advertisement, pop song, or television show lies in walking the delicate balance between novelty and satisfying predictability. We can look for this balance by analyzing popular television comedies.  For example, both Scrubs and Family Guy can be considered successful comedies, running for nine and ten (and counting) seasons, respectively.  These shows both utilize awkward “cut to” moments for comedic effect.  In these moments, a character sets up a flashback situation, such as “Remember when I…” or, “This reminds me of the time we…” and then the scene cuts to such a flashback.  While an experienced screenwriter may turn up his nose at such comedic writings as ‘cheap laughs,’ because it is a truncated, unrelated scene of humor, (D.Heyman, personal communication, March 16, 2010), (F. Strype, personal communication, April, 2010), these situations have proved successful and can be counted on to occur in most, if not all, episodes, (Smith, S., Sharpe, J., Vallow, K. (1999-2002, 2005-present), (Lawrence, B., Goldman, N., Donovan, G. (2001-2010).    
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These “cut to” moments exemplify the balance between novel and predictable.  A sudden cut to a flashback allows the viewer to experience a novel scene – perhaps a familiar character in situations or times we have not yet seen.  However, the memorable and consistent set up of these jokes allows viewers to anticipate the payoff to the joke – thus, providing a cascade of feel good chemicals in our brain when we correctly predict the outcome.  The latest example of a show utilizing these “cut-to” moments is NBC’s New Girl, one of the few fall premieres to survive, even flourish, after the disappointing season.  Perhaps neuromarketing technologies could be used to determine other successful comedic set-ups and pay-offs for television writers.  By attempting to operationalize the process by which the viewer anticipates, watches, and enjoys a payoff moment, it may be possible to perfect the process and utilize it effectively in comedic writing.  This skill, the ability to write well-timed moments of comedy, is something most talented writers already possess, (McKee, 1999).  However, the idea that we could create an algorithm for such a process, based on brain imaging research, is interesting, controversial, and worth further exploration.        
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 
 A key metric for success for television shows is obviously the emotional response it can elicit from viewers.  The extent to which we emotionally relate to the lead characters and empathize with their situation directly determines how likely we are to remain invested in their stories, and therefore, continue tuning in.  If neuromarketing techniques can determine how intensely a subject emotionally relates to – or intrinsically trusts – a celebrity endorser (for the benefit of companies looking to improve their marketing strategies,) then why shouldn’t these same techniques be applied to creative production of television shows?  In theory, casting directors could use the same methods to make more scientifically informed choices for their lead and supporting actors. Television managers are struggling to keep up with the changes in viewing habits of audiences.  Due to the rapidly expanding field of mobile media, the methods through which we obtain media are also constantly shifting, (Jenkins, 2011).  “Thanks to the proliferation of channels and the portability of new computing and telecommunications technologies, we are entering an era where media will be everywhere and we will use all kinds of media in relation to each other,” (Jenkins, 2004).  The multiple platforms through which we can consume media offers increased competition for all breeds of medium – web series, YouTube videos, music videos, user-generated content, and current television shows, as well as cancelled series.  Arguably, traditional television viewing is facing a shift in competition:  
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“Convergence is a risk for creative industries because it requires media companies to rethink old assumptions about what it means to consume media – assumptions that shape both programming and marketing decisions.  If old consumers were assumed to be passive, the new consumer is active.  If old consumers were predictable and stationary, then new consumers are migratory, showing a declining loyalty to networks or even media, (Jenkins, 2004).    The atmosphere of content consumption is undergoing intense changes, shouldn’t the methods of content generation also adjust to meet this morphing environment?   Increased competition means the bar is set higher for television writers, producers, directors, and actors.  If a new show fails to be incredibly fresh and engaging, it simply cannot survive.  Neuromarketing techniques test the appeal of various consumer products.  Why not apply these same methods to test the appeal of television products among viewers?  By assessing the audience response to various casting choices, television producers and casting directors can make more informed choices about who should fill their lead role.  Considering key casting choices in previously successful television shows, (such as Ed O’Neill as Al Bundy, Michael Richards as Cosmo Kramer, or Sarah Jessica Parker as Carrie Bradshaw,) it seems that the on point casting can really propel a show into a successful run.  Similar qualities are taken into account as we unconsciously (and then, consciously,) determine whether or not we ‘like’ celebrity endorsers and characters in a television show, as portrayed by actors.  By examining the biology behind the success of celebrity endorsement, more light can be shed on the possibilities that lay within using ‘neuro-tested’ actors. 
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 Celebrity endorsements have been used to promote consumer products for a long time.  Companies have always believed that affiliating their brands and products with celebrities brings increased revenue and popularity:   “Using celebrities to play themselves in a commercial is a very effective technique.  By definition, the star should be well known to the audience and is thus able to convey instantly an enormous depth of imagery and associations.  In effect, the famous person is a form of communication shorthand that accelerates understanding and enhances audience participation.” (Pringle, 2005).     According to recent studies, the hormones dopamine and phenylethylamine cascade into the brain when we are presented with the image of a familiar face – a celebrity’s face.  This flood of mood-enhancing chemicals promotes a state of well-feeling, and therefore, nurtures a state of trust associated with the visual stimulus (the face).  According to Fugate, this is also why ‘word-of-mouth’ recommendations from trusted family and friends is also an effective means of product promotion, (2007).  Determining the level of trust as it varies from celebrity to celebrity can be measured by the amount of hormone flow in the brain.  The greater the levels of dopamine and phenylethylamine in the brain, the more trustworthy we view the celebrity whose photograph we are presented with, (Fugate, 2007.)   However, another equally important aspect to consider is that of negative associations.  “…The brain is also programmed to avoid danger; a result of survival tendencies.  Once a face becomes associated with negative or unpleasant consequences, the human brain tends to avoid contact with that image,” (Fugate, 2007).  Researchers should be able to empirically test which celebrities viewers associate with negative emotions and which they ‘trust,’ which may likely be different from what viewers would voluntarily report to someone simply 
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conducting a survey.  The fact that levels of trust fluctuate based on the experience of negative or positive interaction explains why some celebrity endorsers, once popular, have become unfavorable marketing choices.  The negative associations our brains make and remember also explains why large companies revoke multi-million dollar partnerships with celebrities following their involvement in public scandal. “The obvious downside in sponsoring an individual performer in the area of sport, the arts, or music is that they may not do as well as hoped and their star may wane instead of wax with possible negative associations for the brand… This is why many brands choose to sponsor teams, events, or competitions which are populated with large numbers of celebrities so that it doesn’t matter which individual wins or loses, because the brand associated with the general aura of star activity,” (Pringle, 2005).  Coca Cola doesn’t sponsor individual contestants on American Idol but instead, the competition as a whole.  The audience doesn’t negatively associate Coca Cola with a scandal surrounding Paula Abdul; the viewers just enjoy watching American Idol and therefore, (advertisers hope,) make associations between these good feelings and seeing the famous Coca Cola logo on the cup in the judges’ hands.   Based on previous neuroimaging research about the perception of faces, neuroscientists can draw conclusions about how a subject visually processes factors such as facial symmetry or skin color.  Neuroimaging research conducted on the perception of political candidates’ physical appearance produced intriguing results about the correlation between visual processing and trustworthiness:   “…insula activation in response to seeing a picture of a candidate was associated with a greater likelihood of that candidate losing the election… dorsolateral PFC and anterior cingulate cortex activation occurred when subjects viewed images of a candidate from a political party different from their own,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010).    
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Reasonable conclusions can be drawn about insula activation and popularity and perhaps, then, applied to casting choices by television managers.  In 2004, an experiment conducted on the perception of famous figures produced interesting data about how the brain recognizes and assigns meaning to faces.  Participants were quickly presented with two images, a famous face and one unfamiliar face, and then asked to identify which one was more recognizable.  Each pair of images contained faces matching in sex, race, age, and facial expression.  The famous person was defined, per participant, as either ‘good’ or ‘evil,’ (Stone & Valentine, 2005).   Subjects were asked, when quickly presented with the paired images, to select the famous face: “Participants selected the paired unfamiliar face rather than the famous face if they evaluated the famous person as evil or disliked, and tended to select the famous face if they evaluated the person as good or liked…attention was oriented towards a famous face if the person was evaluated as good or neutral, but oriented towards the paired unfamiliar face if the famous person was evaluated as evil,” (Stone & Valentine, 2005).  This data suggests that viewers are more likely to recognize someone if their reputation, or simply their facial expressions, elicit positive or neutral emotional responses, (Stone & Valentine, 2005).  In addition to brain imaging data, analyzing research about the subconscious responses to facial expression could be helpful in determining the best casting choice for a television series.    Just as neuromarketers analyze an audience’s response to specific celebrities in order to make a more informed decision about endorsement deals, these celebrities could be cast in teleplays based on how viewers emotionally respond to them.  A particularly trustworthy actress could be an excellent casting choice for a new television show that featured a nurturing, sympathetic lead female character.  
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Similarly, perhaps, an actor who failed to elicit the biological characteristics of trust from viewers would be a good candidate for the role of a villain.  It would be interesting to determine if having little trust for celebrities, such as those who are involved in public scandal or controversy, equates to a successful villainous casting choice.  Would these actors be believable as “bad” characters, or would audiences find them equally unappealing in both “bad” or “good” roles because the viewers cannot separate their negative feelings for the actor from the character they are playing.  According to research conducted by Paul Ekman, the ability to recognize facial expression dictates, at least in part, our perception of trust-worthy versus non-trust-worthy people.   “There is much evidence that facial expressions can be detected pre-consciously and can influence psychophysiological and behavioral responses without awareness of the particular expression,” (Stone & Valentine, 2005).   Because facial expressions are more difficult to control than our speech, it has been proposed that people are more likely to make positive or negative associations with facial expressions, rather than what the person is saying – especially if the words spoken suggest the opposite emotion from the facial expression, (Ekman, 2005).  “If he doesn’t say it in words but shows it facially, you believe what the face says, particularly if he denies it in words.  For example, if he says I’m not surprised at all but looks surprised, then you believe he is surprised,” (Ekman, 2005).  The mechanics through which the brain responds to visual cues before conscious awareness may be an important area to focus upon when conducting neurobiological research, as it may be applied to creative television production.        
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For the purpose of this study, an alternative use of neuromarketing technologies will be examined for the benefit of the television management community.  The theoretical experiment would determine the efficacy of measuring common biological responses to celebrities, who are viewed with varying degrees of esteem, in order to make ‘successful’ casting choices.   This proposed experiment would require a neuromarketing firm to analyze an audience’s response first, to three actors of various notorieties and second, to three versions of the same pilot, each featuring a different actor in the lead protagonist role. The first part of this experiment requires researchers to obtain subject responses to the images of different celebrities.  Based on the findings of previous work, we can expect that most test subjects will show a decreased propinquity to trust famous persons who have been involved in recent scandal of the legal or adulterous variety.  Examples of these kinds of celebrities may include Lindsay Lohan, Charlie Sheen, or Tiger Woods.  The objective of the test would be to attempt to clearly identify a visual difference in brain activity when viewing a ‘likable’ celebrity and a celebrity who has a tarnished reputation.  Three different celebrity faces should be displayed among the faces of strangers, which are used as control variables.  Of the three candidates, one celebrity must have been publicly involved in scandal or controversy within the past year, another must have remained free from paparazzi scrutiny for the past year (or, “laid low,” due to, for example, recent child-birth or lack of recent work to promote,) and the final celebrity candidate must be someone who is highly revered by the public.  The ‘highly revered’ celebrity may be determined based on public dedication to charity or recent successes in work.  By 
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measuring brain activity while audiences view images of these celebrities, as well as images of everyday people as a control aspect, the researchers can expect to repeat results of previous tests and to clearly identify a link between ones character and the audience’s perception of trust1.  Provided these tests can yield the same results of previously performed tests of a similar nature, the same viewers should then be observed while they view pilots featuring the same actors that were used to provoke an emotional response in the previous experiment.  Pilots are standalone episodes of television shows.  They are created with the purpose of showing to production companies or television networks to sell a show for production of a full season.  If a network decides to purchase, or “pick up” the show, the pilot is then sometimes re-filmed (occasionally with different talent,) and aired as the first episode of the series.  Sometimes, though, a completely new episode will be written and the pilot of the series will never air to the public. In order to measure an audience’s response to the specific actors in the pilot, brain scans will be monitored during scenes that feature the celebrity under scrutiny, who will be playing the role of the protagonist.  Ideally, there will be three                                                         1 While measuring the responses to images of certain celebrities is definitely a feasible task, enlisting these celebrities in a pilot entirely depends on their willingness, working availability, and asking price.  The difficulty in procuring talent that is recognizable is that, as fame increases, so does the availability, price tag, and perhaps willingness of the actor to participate in smaller acting roles.  While a study that compares the associations between biologically measured ‘trust’ and celebrity notoriety is feasible with even the most well known of celebrity, the second part of the study may not be.  Still, the proposed experiment would shed light on whether a person’s character can determine the efficacy of a casting choice, similar to the way it affects the success of an endorsement deal.  An experiment similar to the one below that did not feature A-list talent would still perhaps allow television managers to identify more successful casting choices. 
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versions of the pilot, each version identical, with the exception of the casting choices.  If previous results show that certain actors are viewed as more ‘trustworthy’ than others, and therefore, are more successful as the spokesperson of a product endorsement, perhaps these tests will reveal that more ‘trustworthy’ actors are more successful casting choices for television production companies.  These brains scans may be accompanied by a test subject questionnaire; this interview will be an attempt to garner the subject’s perceived response to the material they were shown.  The questionnaire should ask which version of the pilot the viewer found to be more successful and why.  It will be interesting to observe if audiences will self-report similar findings to those that the researchers obtain through neuromarketing techniques. Application of neuroimaging experimentation to specific areas of the creative development universe, such as casting choice, is an expensive solution to a problem with debatable importance.  The researcher understands the inherent difficulties in implementing such a system for a process that has been conducted in a consistent fashion for decades.  However, there are other applications of the technology that some neuromarketing firms have attempted to sell to the entertainment industry.  One possible alternative use of neuroimaging technology is for the editing process of film and television: “As a typical big-budget Hollywood film costs over $100 million, with almost as much spent on marketing, it would be surprising if film producers were not interested in using neuroimaging to improve their product.  After static images, films are probably the easiest product to present in the scanner.  Moreover, an fMRI measurement is time locked to the film timeline,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010)  
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A synchronized moment of visual stimulus and the corresponding neuronal activity would be very enlightening for producers, directors, and writers.  It is compelling to see which moments of drama, comedy, or suspense cause the greatest emotional response and to then apply these findings to future works.  A film also presents identical visual and auditory stimulation to all subjects; this removes variables that can impede conclusive results; film and still images are definitively the best source to view during neuroimaging studies.  Recent studies have also shown that the majority of subjects had very similar cortical responses to the same moments of film; cortical response is essentially formulaic among the population, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  The combination of these responses could be combined with simple selection surveys to choose the final cut of a film or pilot, for example: “…different cuts of a movie could be measured against these cortical responses, which could then be used to select the final cut for release,”(Ariely & Burns, 2010).  Because there is a notably stereotypical cortical response among most viewers, the process to operationalize effective screenwriting would not necessarily be as complex as it may seem.  A basic neuroimaging test could be conducted to serve as the precedent for audience responses, “Provided there was a metric of quality (for example, box office returns or test audience reports,) brain activation patterns could be chosen to optimize outcomes without any knowledge of what the patterns meant,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  This means the complicated process of deciphering what brain activation patterns implied in specific terms could be dropped.  As long as some kind of control was used, it would be fairly simple to make correlations between brain activity in a 
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certain area and audience turnout.  This is an important distinction for television managers to note; improving a product with neuroimaging research does not necessarily require the intricate processes of assigning meaning to pathway activation but merely the real-world results of these activations.                     
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  The successes of these alternative applications of neuromarketing that have been proposed are predicated on the future increase or decrease in popularity of traditional neuromarketing approaches.  There is much speculation about the practicality and usefulness of neuromarketing techniques.  On one hand, this technique for analyzing consumer response is quite costly.  Skeptics argue that the cost of the equipment and facilities is not worth the results of the studies, which can illuminate the basic biological response of a subject but not the subsequent “buying” actions.  This variable could prevent companies of average means from effectively implementing this kind of research.  However, there is no denying the zeitgeist of technology and advancement, which could push marketers (and television managers!) to investigate alternative approaches to market research.   Companies want cutting edge resources to gain the best competitive advantage.  Neuromarketing already attracts a lot of attention from companies such as Google, CBS, Disney, and Frito-Lay, who are known to have incorporated neuromarketing techniques in their research practices, (Singer, 2010).  Perhaps our culture’s obsession applying technological advancement to all spheres of daily life will help propel neuromarketing to become more widely popular, and then, perhaps, more affordable and accessible.  It is essential to discern the current atmosphere and attitudes about neuromarketing in order to make an accurate assessment of the “usefulness” of these technologies, and therefore, their potential to be applied to the more creative endeavors of the television management community. 
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Yanlui Huang, PhD, is the assistant professor of marketing at the LeBow College of Business at Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  Huang believes the future of neuromarketing lies somewhere in between those who support and oppose the research practice: “There is always a huge debate in marketing (and other relevant disciplines) regarding the contribution of neuroscience research to the practical side. On the one hand, it is cool and exciting to uncover brain mechanisms underlying a lot of phenomena and in some cases, apply these findings to the real world. E.g., if you know that it is the ‘emotional’ brain part that lights up when people watch Superbowl ads, then you can highlight the emotional aspects of these ads to match viewers’ viewing mode.  On the other hand, there are a few downsides associated with the budding neuroscience research… such as too expensive and no direct relatedness to the real world… Another big potential shortcoming of the technology is the causal relationship between response and brain activities. For instance, it is hard to tell whether the brain activities cause the response (e.g., attitudes, evaluations, etc.) or vice versa, which greatly constrains the use of the technology…  [Neuromarketing] is hot these days and [it is] easy to attract attention, support, [and] funding from government, army, and organizations, and I believe this trend will last for a while. However, I am hesitant to say that it will be adopted by the majority of business in a practical way. The facility is so expensive and plus, you will need to hire [and] collaborate with experts in this field to make good use of the technology. The benefits just cannot justify the costs well, at least in the short term.”  (Huang, 2012)  The basic idea of neuromarketing is indeed quite sexy to many key players in the marketing field.  However, skepticism about cost and data quality does slow neuromarketers’ efforts to disperse their product.  According to Neuromarketing: 
the Hope and the Hype of Neuroimaging in Business, neuromarketing will need to undergo serious pricing adjustments before the technology can prove economical for the majority of companies:   “Typical charges for scanning in a university setting average about US$500 per hour.  In a commercial setting, these will be higher… actual scan charges account for a small portion of the total cost, with personnel and overhead 
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expenses accounting for at least 75% of the cost of an imaging project,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010).    Based on this information, labor and overhead costs will need to be reduced in order for the practice to become more efficient and accessible.  However, if neuromarketing can prove to reveal the secrets behind “buying behaviors,” the technology could become more cost and labor efficient than traditional research methods currently being used.  Traditional marketing research methods can include focus groups, preference questionnaires, simulated choice methods, and market tests.   Focus groups are categorized as low cost and relatively low competitive risk.  Preference questionnaires and simulated choice methods are classified as carrying moderate costs and some competitive risk.  Market tests are associated with high cost and high risk of competitive alert, (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  Currently, neuromarketing would be classified as a high risk and speculative risk.   It is interesting to consider the possible uses of neuroscience to aid television managers in making various creative directing choices, but is often overlooked due to high cost of operating the machinery, or employing one of the few Neuromarketing firms, whose prices for analyzing a client product are far from competitive.  However, neuroscience has noted the similarities in responses to certain stimuli within the general population.  Typically, if a certain genre of images causes a cascade of a set of hormones within one individual, it will likely cause the same response in another individual, (Goldberg, 2012).  This information indicates that perhaps only preliminary research conducted with brain imaging technologies is necessary in order to apply the results to later television management decisions.  
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It is important to consider the possible uses of neuroscience research techniques that do not require constant use of brain imaging devices or facilities; this is a more cost-effective method of using neuroscience to improve television management.  This would be the most basic method of incorporating neuroscience research into a television network however actual use of the neuromarketing technologies in newly designed experiments, tailored to television development, would provide the most interesting and useful data. The efficiency of neuromarketing techniques would be beneficially altered with the advancement of a neuroimaging practice, multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA).   “The crucial advantage of MVPA techniques over approaches in which activation in a particular brain region of interest is measured is that MVPA has the statistical power to predict the individual choices of a subject,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  This differentiation is important to developing neuromarketing approaches because it could lead to advancements in predicting buying choices, one of the current weaknesses of neuromarketing research.  “Because MVPA involves statistical associations of complex activation patterns that occur when an individual choice is being made, it does not depend on the vagaries of an experimenter interpreting the meaning of an activation map,” (Ariely & Burns, 2010).  This is of particular interest to neuromarketers but also a key point in illustrating the potential uses of the technology in television management, as the technique has been most successfully demonstrated in several tasks including watching films.  This means the process could be easily translated to watching pilots, allowing television 
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managers to improve their ability to make predictions and draw conclusions about viewer responses and choices. Based on a strictly marketing perspective, without any real world experience in neuromarketing research, it is understandably difficult to extrapolate exactly what the future holds for neuromarketing and its expansion into alternate fields.  To obtain a prospective on the research, steeped in both traditional marketing and neuromarketing backgrounds, the researcher sought out Catherine Goldberg, in order to supplement the predictions of Huang.  Goldberg, events producer at Focus.com in San Francisco, hosts webinars for various clients on marketing, primarily targeted towards neuromarketers.  Goldberg previously interned at NeuroFocus, the leading neuromarketing company, prior to its shift to become a wholly owned subsidiary of The Nielsen Company.  She recently spoke with the researcher about the potentials of neuromarketing technologies, as applied to television management, from the perspective of someone with experience in the neuromarketing field: “Neuromarketing, although it has loads of potential, isn’t the ideal research tool.  Any speculation about the future of these technologies needs to be taken with a grain of salt.  We can’t look at a brain scan and write a television show based on what we see.  But we can understand how people process emotion and how they respond to specific scenes and this may allow us to make better decisions about certain artistic choices in television development.   It isn’t possible to scan someone’s brain while they watch a TV and use that information to create the world’s most successful TV show.  The psychology behind our likes and dislikes will prove more complex and mysterious than we may have ever imagined.  However, we could, for example, show audiences two alternate endings of a movie and based on the data provided from their brain scans, determine which ending is more successful.  Is this practical?  No, probably not.  But it is interesting and piques questions about how else neuroscience could be used to improve television,” (Goldberg, 2012). 
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 Goldberg continues to tease out ideas about the potential uses of neuroscience.  Most ideas may exist only far off in the future, but some ideas could be closer than one may think.  Goldberg insists that an important attitude towards neuroscience is to not place limitations on what you see for the future.  By stripping away confines such as price, technology development, and size, for example, you allow open imagination, which she cites as critical for scientific advancement: “It’s important to say, up front, that the technology [I am about to discuss] does not yet exist.  If and when it is developed, it may be possible to use techniques to scan someone’s brain as they are shown different genres of film or television shows – comedies, dramas, mysteries, etc.  This theoretical technology could then determine which metrics of these genres elicits positive feedback from our brains.  Perhaps it could then compile the information into a device similar to the “Genius” app developed by Apple.  We could use your brain to determine what movies, music, or activities you would most enjoy.  Now, the “Genius” or “Pandora” technologies already exist in forms that are perfectly functional and successful, without the invasiveness of a brain scan.  Perhaps it’s doubtful that the technology will ever be necessary.  But, the possibilities of neuroscience and neuromarketing really are endless and fun to think about.   I think this is important to address when talking about potential uses of neuromarketing in television management.  While the uses you have proposed are certainly more feasible than the ones I just suggested, they are similar in that it is difficult to say if such invasive research procedures will ever be practical,” (Goldberg, 2012).   The literature does implicitly state this flaw within neuromarketing techniques; the technologies are currently too expensive to be considered financially reasonable methods of market research.  Still, pursuing this exploration of potential uses, free from the limitations currently imposed on neuromarketing research, is inviting and endlessly interesting.  Goldberg makes clear that the important way to reap the most benefit from neuroscience research techniques is to explicitly outline the research questions.  
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Essentially, the goal of this neuroscience research boils down to how emotion works in the brain.  That, itself, is a very large question.  To further distill this question, it must be approached from a very basic, researchable angle.  The goal becomes, instead, to determine what simple changes in our lives can provoke the desired emotional response.  Neuroscience gives us the fundamental tools to operationalize this big question.  Brain imaging studies allow researchers to better understand what causes specific emotions and therefore, how it is possible to apply this information towards extracting specific emotions through making simple changes to, for example, casting choices or plot elements.  For neuromarketing to be effectively utilized by the television management community, the purpose of such research must be carefully outlined.  Instead of attempting to approach broad questions, (such as how audiences feel about a show, a celebrity, or commercial,) television managers need to isolate what individual element within a pilot could be altered to produce the greatest (positive) change among viewer response.  For example using a cliff-hanger ending or a happy ending, or selecting Actor A or Actor B to play the leading role, are variables that could be tested among audiences using brain imaging technologies in order to creative the most appealing pilot.  Considering variables like environment, past experiences, and emotional state are important is detecting overall discrepancies between individual viewers.  However, by analyzing the broad picture through the lens of a few small nuances, television managers may very well be able to isolate key metrics for viewer satisfaction that can be applied to various different aspects of creative development. 
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 The exact mechanisms of why an audience experiences certain emotions while watching visual stimuli are not clearly defined.  However, there is some understanding of exactly what prompts viewers to relate to what they see on screen:  “I think that neuroscience can definitely be involved in understanding the spectrum of emotions that we experience while viewing a television show.  We can begin to understand this complex relationship by looking at mirror neurons… When you watch someone experiencing something, the neurons in your motor cortex experience it as well; it’s as if you are [experiencing the same thing].  This is why watching sports, for example, is so appealing.  People get really emotionally involved in them. This is a very interesting process.  Maybe if we could figure out what kinds of scenes made those kinds of neurons respond more powerfully, then it would be possible to make subtle changes in television shows to make them more appealing… We can use neuroscience to provoke a very specific emotional response in a way that we really couldn’t before.  It’s similar to previous studies where researchers can physically stimulate parts of the brain to make subjects experience certain emotions.  Now that we understand how that stuff works, we can do the same thing in a much less invasive way: by watching other people and observing their biological reactions,” (Goldberg, 2012).  Goldberg provides an interesting viewpoint on neuromarketing and her previous experience working at a neuromarketing firm has left her with the basic belief that the most basic and necessary research has already been done.  She feels that the legwork in really putting neuromarketing research to good use comes from interpreting the data already known and applying it to various fields, such as television marketing.  By applying the data that is already available, Goldberg believes that television managers could get a head start on better understanding their audiences, without the price tag of employing Neuromarketing firms: “Production studios can use this technology but there is no need to hire an outside company to analyze your product.  Not anymore; for the most part, it’s already been done. When it comes down to it, brains are pretty much the same.  Most brains will react to stimuli in the same way.  The information we need is pretty much already out there; it just needs to be interpreted to determine how these biological responses determine decision-making.  
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If I were to advise a production company or network looking to improve their product, I would not recommend spending the money on a neuromarketing agency. Instead, they should hire social media experts. There’s a new trend developing in market research that involves looking at neuroscience, consumer psychology, anthropology, and history and using this knowledge to make decisions about the best practices to apply in order to better advertise a business, attract more traffic on a website, or… increase the size of an audience. The way I see the future of neuromarketing research, there are basically two methods that businesses can take.  On one hand, they can hire a neuromarketing agency, who will charge anywhere around $100,000 to scan the brains of 12 males and 12 females as they watch your advertisements.  This information is then reported to you as recommendations on improving your product.  On the other hand, you can enlist these new social media experts who can use what they already know about neuroscience and apply this information to improving your business, advertisement, or marketing strategies.  The second option being much cheaper, and potentially, even more enlightening,” (Goldberg, 2012).    The idea of using previously gathered neuromarketing research rather than conducting  brain-imaging research is perhaps a more realistically implemented practice in the world of television management and production.  Although the proposed neuromarketing practices outlined within this research require the use of the brain imaging technologies, the experimental design could be altered to use neuroimaging as simply a preliminary stage of the proposed practices.  Goldberg’s insight about the possible benefits of simply applying existing data in order to improve products does offer an interesting alternative to the proposed practices, while maintaining the experimental relationship between television management and neuroscience as the basis of this study.       
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
  Based on the research conducted about the current atmosphere surrounding neuromarketing in the advertising, marketing, and television fields, there appears to be reasonable expectations that neuromarketing will continue to be lightly explored as an alternative approach to the traditional methods of market research.  It is difficult to discern the future pricing and availability of the facilities, equipment, and operators of neuromarketing technologies.  Adapting the technologies to be financially efficient for television managers would be necessary for genuine consideration from networks, writers, and producers.  However, it can be expected that the current zeitgeist of technological development will continue well into the future, which bears good chances that a serious interest in neuromarketing could be on the horizon.  An increased interest and popularity in neuromarketing would lead to increased competition in the market, competitive pricing, and therefore, increased accessibility to Networks.  Current neuromarketing techniques have been determined to be successful in developing effecting advertisements, with the understanding that ‘success’ is measured in terms of viewer attention, ability to relate and emotionally connect, (Murphy et al., 2008).  Based on the reviewed literature and research, it appears that neuromarketings popularity is still on the rise among advertising departments of companies, (Fugate, 2007), (Lee et al., 2006), even if there is doubt about the extent to which these technologies could be economically dispersed to small and mid-sized companies.  Big network production companies could certainly afford the 
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services of a neuromarketing firm, indeed, CBS has already used the services of NeuroFocus, (Singer, 2010).  Networks of ABC, NBC, and FOX could benefit from utilizing the same approaches used by CBS, in addition to the brain imaging research proposed within this research.    The ethical concerns surrounding the use of neuromarketing techniques to improve advertisements and branding – and potentially, the creative development process – are on the minds of neuromarketing firms and kept in balance by a system of checks, as previously indicated within the research, (Murphy et al., 2008), (Racine et al., 2005), (Lee et al., 2006).  It can be concluded that these ethical considerations, though legitimate in some cases, are a matter of opponents lacking education about the true capabilities of brain imaging studies, (Racine et al., 2005).  However, some concerns surrounding fears of operationalizing the creative process, are not considered by neuromarketing firms and could possibly prevent the technologies from being used as proposed within the research.  “The public outcry in response to Vicary’s subliminal imagery reflects a clear ethical boundary – the autonomy violation produced intrinsic discomfort with consumers having their preferences manipulated when they did not and could not know as much.  A similar boundary can be drawn for contemporary marketing, particularly when informed by information gleaned from novel neurotechnologies,” (Murphy et al., 2008).  As long as boundaries protecting the autonomy and privacy of consumers are continually assessed and enforced, television managers should not shy away from the potential uses of these approaches to market research.       
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 Availability and financial sense is not the only thing that deters current television managers from investing interest in neuromarketing.  There is also concern about the lack of post-experimental procedure results.  This unfortunate shortcoming is not unique to neuromarketing but is also an issue with most traditional forms of market research.  It is important to skeptics to recognize that neuromarketing, unlike other methods of market research, offers insight into the basic mechanisms surrounding conscious and unconscious decision-making.  Understanding the biological reasoning for an audience’s reaction and subsequent relation to a product allows analysts to make parallel connections to other products and to then anticipate consumer response.  Being able to recognize how visual cues, for example, stimulate specific biological responses that are then translated into purchasing decisions, (or, in the case of television managers – viewing habits,) gives researchers the opportunity to operationalize how and why consumers make these decisions.  As previously discussed, opponents of these applications of brain imaging are likely to have adverse reactions to the proposed techniques as applied to the creative development of television series.  There is a certain sensitivity surrounding neurological exploration of creative expression and emotional response that must be carefully considered.  However, instituting appropriate guidelines and standards for research conduct could relieve skeptics of their concerns.   The creative process is revered as something special, unique, and sacred, by artists, writers, directors, and musicians, to name a few; the intentions behind the proposed neuromarketing technologies could be misinterpreted or even 
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intentionally distorted by opponents.  It is important to clearly identify the purpose behind these studies.  While an ultimate goal would be to increase viewership among networks, it would hardly be a violation of the creative process to attempt to map out the neurological correlates that dictate our satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a product.  The purpose of mapping the biological metrics of decision-making would be to improve a product, which would consequently increase viewership.  However, a distinction must be made between this goal and “automating” the creative process.  It appears that a large amount of unease with neuromarketing procedures stems from incorrect information and assumption; as long as researchers can make clear their intentions, the disdain for neuromarketing research should be curbed, should the technology indeed experience an increase in popularity.    Ultimately, the research indicates that the success of these proposed applications of marketing truly depends on whether or not the popularity of the technology drops off or continues to become popular among advertisers.  Because advertising and television management are two symbiotic fields, it is reasonable to assume that one discipline will adopt the others successful research tools.  While a continued interest in neuromarketing in the future is necessary to reasonably assume the proposed research methods detailed within this thesis could one day come to fruition, it is not necessary in order to pursue a neuroscientific approach to television management research.  As previously discussed, the information already known by neuroscientists is indeed valuable to television managers and conducting market research based on the scientifically proven wants 
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and needs of an audience is undeniably beneficial.  While traditional methods may be arguably suitable for television managers now, they may not be able to keep up with the increase in multi-platform viewing habits of audiences.  With the ever-growing sentiment of wanting information not just fast, but 
now, viewers have understandably changed their viewing rituals; television managers have to accept this.  It is even arguable that programming decisions are no longer as pivotal when trying to maintain audiences; instead, content, as well as multiple-platform user engagement, are now key disciplines to focus on in order to attract – and maintain – audiences.  Switching to an alternative method of market research, such as neuromarketing techniques, could definitely offer television managers an opportunity to ‘get inside the customer’s head’ when making these important content decisions.  While it is impossible to predict the future, the research outlined within this thesis illustrates the endlessly interesting potential uses of neuroimaging technologies.  The extent to which these practices are applied in alternative fields, such as creative production and development of television, is entirely dependent on the managers of the discipline.  The future television managers of the top networks will be technologically savvy and creative thinkers; as young blood pours into these leadership roles, the managers will push their teams to think as open-mindedly as possible.  Based on the research conducted, neuromarketing technologies and research techniques do have a place in television management.  Although the research suggests that utilizing brain imaging technologies to analyze the efficacy of creative choices in television production may be slow to catch on, due to the lack of 
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neuroimaging facilities currently willing to offer this service, the benefits of such research has been outlined and is believed by the researcher to be promising enough to warrant further investigation.  The bold future television managers will see the unique advantages this proposed market research technique has to offer and will hopefully utilize these technological advancements to improve the creative process of television production.                  
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